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Abstract  Rough set theory is a new mathematical approach to imperfect knowledge. It was proposed by 
Pawlak in 1981. The benefit of rough set theory in data analysis is that it can easily find the reducts using 
approximations without need any preliminary or additional information about data. The proposed 
approach provides efficient algorithms for deducting unseen patterns in data. Due to this reason, we 
aimed to categorize the school student’s academic performance that took place in Portuguese school to 
find out valuable facts from the analyzed data. Since it is expected to get decision rules ROSE2 software 
was used to analyze student’s data in order to reduce the attributes without loss of information and to 
extract decision rules. The results of this study provide the related members and decision makers to 
reduce and prevent the poor performances of students by predicting them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s data centers’ occupy an area of land equal in size to almost 6000 football fields. Big data has been 
used to predict crimes before they happen- a ‘predictive policing’ trial in California was able to identify areas 
where crime will occur three times more accurately than existing methods of forecasting. Handling large 
datasets and databases has new approaches and methods which make datasets more informative and apparent. 
Data mining technique is analyzing the data from a different point of view and then finding the connection 
between unknown patterns. Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) [Fayyad.U et al] and data mining try to 
extract exact information from a large amount of data which deals with real world problems. It also intends to 
produce some rules to help human to make new decisions.  

In some application of data mining, we are not able to find the hidden patterns in a database[Michael 1997], 
especially when it is large. To get rid form these, Rough Sets Theory (RST) was proposed by Pawlak in 1982. 
RST is a new mathematical approach to imperfect knowledge [Pawlak 1981]. Now a days the researchers find 
RST as a simple and efficient tool to deal with vagueness. 

Rough sets theory is used as a tool for knowledge discovery in databases. Here we use the tool ROSE2, a 
rough set explorer which have all the fundamentals of rough set theory. It provides an effective algorithm to get 
patterns, finding minimal set of reduction with different search methods, evaluation through cross validation 
methods, generating rules from the reduction by minimal covering algorithms and easy to get the decision rules 
form the results[Mert bal 2013]. 

In this paper, we focused on the concepts of RST with the results of an experiment works with students 
performance data. The data was taken from UCI repository. It is about students of the two different schools 
and their information’s and grades related to their study. The data was available in excel sheet, to make it ready 
for rough set analysis, we should make the data in isf format as it is needed in ROSE2 tool[lomiej et al]. Once 
we import the data in the tool, first we have to preprocess the data which converts all the data to discrete. Then 
we have to find the quality of classification and accuaracy of approximation which tell us about the objects how 
they are qualified for classification. The quality of classification is created by the formula by means of their 
equivalence classes. Without changing the original quality, we have to find the minimal set of attributes in order 
to reduce the dimension.the resulting reducts help us to generate the decision rules where the unique rules are 
going to provide information about student’s performance prediction. The process of analysis is given in below 
figure1 
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Figure 1 The process of Data analysis 

2 Methods and Materials 

2.1 Rough set theory 

 RST can be defined by means of approximations called lower and upper. The set of instances is called 
universe U and we assume an equivalence relation R to represents the knowledge about instances in U. To 
characterize the set X with respect to R, we need the concept of rough set theory that is lower and upper 
approximations [Pawlak 2002].  

2.2 Lower and Upper approximations 

Rough set theory analysis is based on two approximations such as upper and lower approximations [Pawlak 
1982b]. 

Lower approximation is the union of elements possibly belonging to a concept (set) with respect to R. They 
definitely belong to the set. 

 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }:
x U

R x R x R x X∗
∈

= ⊆                                     (1) 

Upper approximation is the union of elements possibly and partially belonging to a concept (set) with 
respect to R. i.e., they roughly are in the set. 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }:
x U

R x R x R x X∗

∈

= ∩ ≠ ∅                                 (2)  

Boundary set is the set of all objects that can be neither classified as X and nor X compliment with respect to 
R. that is the boundary region of the set is the difference between the lower and upper approximations[Sudha et 
al]. 

                                                       ( ) ( ) ( )RRN x R x R x∗
∗= −                                                (3) 

2.3  Quality and accuracy of approximations. 
Using lower and upper approximations one can calculate the quality and accuracy of approximation [Maciocha 
et al]. The values will be the numbers between [0,1] and this will describe the instances using the information 
prescribed in the original data. 

The accuracy of approximation is defined as 	 	 	 / 	= . 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 / 	. 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 / 	 																		(4) 
The quality of classification is defined as 
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The accuracy of approximation decides whether the set is a rough set or a crisp set with respect to set of 
attributes. If Accuracy is equal to 1, then the set is rough otherwise it is a crisp set. 

3 An Application of  Rough set theory 

Rough set theory has reached widely in the last decade. The applications of rough set theory covers the area 
of information sciences, decision analysis, medical diagnosing[Ilczuk et al], software safety analysis, economic 
and financial prediction, environmental production, signal and image processing, social sciences, molecular 
biology and chemistry(pharmacy) etc. [Caner Erden et al] In this paper we deal with decision analysis using 
RST which become a main application of RST now a days. To experiment this we have taken school students 
academic performance as data. 

To prepare the data as an information system in RST, it is needed to identify the parameters called condition 
and decision. After defining of condition and decision attributes, information system is created as shown in 
Table 2. This table is called as decision system where each row represents some condition attributes and 
decision attributes[Pawlak 1982a] . 

3.1  Data set 

Our dataset is taken from UCI repository available in the link 
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Student+Performance. This  data has 395 instances and 24 attributes 
and it approaches student achievement in secondary education of two Portuguese schools. The data attributes 
include student grades and it was collected by using school reports and questionnaires. Two datasets are 
provided regarding the performance in Mathematics. In [Cortez et al], the two datasets were modeled under 
binary/five-level classification and regression tasks. Important note: the target attribute G3 has a strong 
correlation with attributes G2 and G1. This occurs because G3 is the final year grade, while G1 and G2 
correspond to the 1st and 2nd period grades. It is more difficult to predict G3 without G2 and G1, but such 
prediction is much more useful. The decision class was constructed by an expert using the grades as first, 
second and third. The below chart 1 shows the correlation between the attributes and decision classes. 

 
Chart 1 relation of attributes to the decision classes 

3.2 Approimations 

The prediction accuracy was assessed by the number of correctly classified objects. The quality and accuracy of 
classifications are calculated using the equations (1) to (5).  

Since the quality of approximations says the objects are qualified 100% for classification, we classify 
the objects with the original set of attributes and the validations results shows 72.9% of prediction accuracy 
along with their confusion matrix. 

Confusion Matrix (sum over 10 passes) 

           1           2        3   

1         62        10       3             

2         38        137     15     

3          9          32      89     
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3.3 Reducts 

The concept of attribute reduction in RST provides us the minimal sets of attributes which satisfy the properties 
of reduction and the minimal sets are called reducts[Pawlak 1997,1998]. The best reduct are identified using the 
importance of attributes. The method of lattice search is used here to obtain all the reducts form the information 
table using the tool ROSE2. It implements optimized method gave 121 reducts and they have no common 
attributes which results no core attributes. The importance of attributes are identified using the frequency of 
occurrence in the reducts. The following table 1 shows the frequency percentage of attribute in the reducts. 

S.No. Attributes Counts in the reducts Frequency percentage 
1. Famsize 10 8.2% 
2. Traveltime 13 1.1% 
3. Nursery 20 1.7% 
4. Famrel 54 4.5% 
5. Health 75 6.2% 
6. Absences 120 99.2% 
7. Fedu 10 8.2% 
8. Activities 33 27.3% 
9. Fjob 26 21.5% 
10. Failures 10 8.2% 
11. Famsup 43 35.5% 
12. Romantic 64 52.9% 
13. Schoolsup 22 18.2% 
14. Paid 37 30.6% 
15. Studytime 31 25.6% 
16. Walc 74 61.2% 
17. Medu 14 11.6% 
18. Age 7 5.9% 
19. Mjob 5 4.1% 
20. G1 83 68.6% 
21. G2 120 99.2% 
22. G3 120 99.2% 

Table 1 Occurrence of attributes in the reducts in percentage 

The set of attributes scored above 25 percentage of frequency acquires the same quality of classification as the 
original set. 

Now the original size of the attributes is reduced from 24 to 12. The prediction accuracy of the data 
set with respect to these 12 attributes increases as 79.23% than the original set. The following is the 
confusion matrix of the reduct. 

Confusion Matrix (sum over 10 passes) 

           1          2         3   

1         68        7         0        

2         32      143       15        

3          8        20        102        

3.5 Generated Rules 

Decision table is generated by using RST methods. In our study, we used ROSE2 software to 
generate the rules using modified minimal covering algorithm. MODLEM algorithm has two version 
called MODLEM-Entropy and MODLEM –Laplace. In this case, we use entrophy method of rule 
discovering. It also uses RST to deal with inconsistent objects and calculates a local covering for each 
approximation of the concept [Grzymala-Busse et al] and rule sets stimulated by MODLEM are much 
simpler and stronger. 46 unique rules are generated by the algorithm in which we selected the most 
efficient rules by the counts that the number of objects supports the same rule. 

The following are the rules induced by MODLEM (Entrophy) algorithm 
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Table 2  if and then rules generated by MODLEM2 

4   Results and discussion 

 
Chart 2 Percentage of correctly classified objects between the original set and the reduct 

Rough set theory approach dealt with our dimensional reduction smartly without any change of information of 
original data set. The reduct can be easily derived using the frequency of occurrence of attributes in the reducts 
and the reducts also acquired quickly by lattice search method based on rough set theory which helps to derive 
the decision rules. 

The resultant reduct improved the accuracy from 73% to 79% (chart 2) that telling us the 79% of objects are 
correctly classified which boost the quality of decision rules to the precision state. 

The above obtained rules (table2) give us the information about the student’s performance by analyzing the 
decision rules. The meaning of the rules is given below. 

Table 3 Analysis of rules 

Rule Reason decision Rank 
1 Student got grade 2 from 10-14 pass 2 
2 Student got grade 1 from 16-19 and grade 2 above 14 pass 1 
3 Student got many absences and grade 2 range from 0-9 fail 3 
4 Student got few absences, grade 1 score below 16 and 

grade 2 below 10 
Pass/fail 2 or 

3 
5 Student got 12 in grade 2 pass 2 
6 Students consume alcohol and has health issues  fail 3 

72.90%

79.23%

69.00%
70.00%
71.00%
72.00%
73.00%
74.00%
75.00%
76.00%
77.00%
78.00%
79.00%
80.00%

Without 
Reduction

With reduction

Prediction accuracy

Prediction accuracy

Rule Health Famsu
p 

Abscences Walc Activities famre
l 

G1 G2 Decisio
n 

1. - - - - - - 16,18,14,19 15-19 1 
2. 5,1 - - - - - 6,7,11 10-14 2 
3. - - 0,3,6,8,10,12,16,

20 
- - - - 11-13 2 

4. - - 1,6,7,12,14,20,40 1 - - - 10-14 2 
5. 3 - - - - - 7,8,10-14 10-14 2 
6. - 1 - - 2 4 - 10-14 2 
7. - - - - - - - 12 2 
8. - - 10, 6, 19, 17, 4, 8 3,5 - - 8-13, 15 9-14 3 
9. - - - - - - 12,14 9-11, 13,  2 
10. 4,5,2 - - - - - 7, 14, 13, 8 10, 14, 13, 

11 
2 

11. - - 0, 3,5,6,11-
16,18,20,22,26,2
8,30,38,56,75 

- - - -  0, 4-9 3 

12. - - - - - - -  0, 4-7 3 
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By this above information, one can predict the student performance in his final grade by his behaviors’ and term 
exams scores. Especially grade 1 and grade 2 plays main role in student’s performance and the factor absences 
due to health issues lead a student to fail. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, student’s performance data has taken for an experiment to find out the effectiveness of rough set 
theory in the prediction. Because the earlier researcher also dealt with the same data in order to find the 
prediction. In that case they used Random forest and SVM algorithm to derive the rules by decision trees by 
employing Rminer tool. Here in our experiment we used Rough set approach which reduced the size of the 
attributes without loss of information. With the minimum number of attributes we could derive the decision 
rules which provide us the useful information about the student’s performance. Here the decision rules are 
precise than the rules found in [Cortez et al]. Ignorance of some variables (eg. Parent job, reason to choose 
school) not related to student performance helps to predict their performance to better accuracy.  

Also the classification accuracy was improved by the reduction concept of rough set theory that assures the 
decision rules consistent. This proves in the matter of prediction, the Rough set theory approach for data 
analysis is the simpler and efficient than other algorithms. RST is a useful tool for analyzing big datasets and 
classification which has multivariate attributes. This research will extend to the more application area of the 
Rough set theory in future. 
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